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The Canadian Aviation Regulations are a compilation of regulatory requirements designed to enhance safety and the
competitiveness of the Canadian aviation industry. They correspond to the broad areas of aviation which Transport
Canada, Civil Aviation is mandated to regulate (e.g. personnel licensing, airworthiness, commercial air services, etc.).

In addition to common law, this principle is embodied in the 14th Amendment to the U. Constitution and the
various U. Constitution, but such citizenship is granted through statute. Under current law all U. They are not
entitled to voting representation in Congress and, under most state laws, are not entitled to vote in Federal,
State, or local elections except in their place of birth. At one time or other natives and certain other residents
of Puerto Rico, the U. See 7 FAM Naturalization â€” Acquisition of U. Citizenship Subsequent to Birth:
Naturalization can be granted automatically or pursuant to an application. All children born in and subject, at
the time of birth, to the jurisdiction of the United States acquire U. Supreme Court examined at length the
theories and legal precedents on which the U. Wong Kim Ark, U. In particular, the Court discussed the types
of persons who are subject to U. The Amendment, in clear words and in manifest intent, includes the children
born within the territory of the United States, of all other persons, of whatever race or color, domiciled within
the United States. INA 8 U. Under the law of the sea, an Exclusive Economic Zone EEZ is a maritime zone
over which a State has special rights over the exploration and use of natural resources. The EEZ extends up to
nautical miles from the coastal baseline. A child born on such a vessel does not acquire U. This concept of
allotting nations EEZs to give better control of maritime affairs outside territorial limits gained acceptance in
the late 20th century and was given binding international recognition by the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea UNCLOS in Part V, Article 55 of the Convention states: Specific legal regime of the EEZ:
The EEZ is an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea, subject to the specific legal regime established in
this Part, under which the rights and jurisdiction of the coastal State and the rights and freedoms of other
States are governed by the relevant provisions of this convention. A child born on such an aircraft outside U.
The United States of America is not a party to the U. Convention on Reduction of Statelessness Article 3 of
the Convention does not apply to the United States. A child born on the premises of such a facility is not born
in the United States and does not acquire U. See also, Persinger v. Birth on foreign ships in foreign
government non-commercial service: Persons born on such vessels while in U. Alien enemies during hostile
occupation: Persons born on ships located within U. Such persons will acquire U. Internal waters include the
ports, harbors, bays, and other enclosed areas of the sea along the U. As noted above, a child born on a foreign
merchant ship or privately owned vessel in U. Twelve Nautical Mile Limit: The territorial sea of the United
States was formerly three nautical miles. However, the three-mile rule was changed by a Presidential
Proclamation in , implementing the territorial-sea provision of the U. Convention on the Law of the Sea.
Presidential Proclamation , signed December 27, , published at 54 Federal Register , January 9, As decreed by
that Proclamation, the territorial sea of the United States henceforth extends to 12 nautical miles from the
baselines of the United States determined in accordance with international law. The Proclamation also stated
that the jurisdiction of the United States extends to the airspace over the territorial sea. CON; advised that
persons born within the 3-mile limit of the U. Some commentators took this view as well, such as Gordon.
Cases involving persons born outside the internal waters but within the U. The outer limit of the territorial sea
of the United States is 12 nautical miles from the coastline. Airspace above the land territory, internal waters,
and territorial sea is considered to be part of the United States Presidential Proclamation , signed December
27, , published at 54 Federal Register , January 9, Comments on the applicability of the 14th Amendment to
vessels and planes, are found in Gordon, Immigration Law and Procedure, Part 8, Nationality and Citizenship,
Chapter 92, Thus a child born on a plane in the United States or flying over its territory would acquire United
States citizenship at birth. Under the Convention on International Civil Aviation, articles 17â€”21, all aircraft
have the nationality of the State in which they are registered, and may not have multiple nationalities.
However, if the aircraft is in, or flying over the territory of another State, that State may also have concurrent
jurisdiction. Cases of citizenship of persons born on planes in airspace above the United States land territory
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or internal waters may be adjudicated by passport specialists at domestic passport agencies and centers or
consular officers at posts abroad in accordance with 8 FAM Cases of persons born on planes in airspace
outside the 12 nautical mile limit would be adjudicated as a birth abroad under INA 8 U. Cases of persons
born on a plane in airspace above the U. Proof of birth in U. There is no U. Federal law governing the report
of such births. Parents may be redirected to the vital records office in the state where the ship first put into port
after the birth of the child. That case hinged on whether a Native American who severed ties with the tribe and
lived among whites was a U. The Court held that the plaintiff had been born subject to tribal rather than U.
The Court stated that: They were never deemed citizens of the United States except under explicit provisions
of treaty or statute to that effect, either declaring a certain tribe, or such members of it as chose to remain
behind on the removal of the tribe westward, to be citizens, or authorizing individuals of particular tribes to
become citizens upon application for naturalization. The Act of June 2, was the first comprehensive law
relating to the citizenship of Native Americans. That all non-citizen Indians born within the territorial limits of
the United States be, and they are hereby, declared to be citizens of the United States: Provided, That the
granting of such citizenship shall not in any manner impair or otherwise affect the right of any Indian to tribal
or other property. Section b NA, effective January 13, , declared that persons born in the United States to
members of an Indian, Eskimo, Aleutian, or other aboriginal tribe were nationals and citizens of the United
States at birth. Under INA f 8 U. Under Section f of the Nationality Act of , a child of unknown parents, found
in the United States, was presumed to have been a U.
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The Civil Air Patrol had 90 days to prove themselves to Congress. Major General John F. Curry was
appointed as the first national commander. The organization assumed many missions including anti-submarine
patrol and warfare , border patrols , and courier services. After the end of World War II, CAP became the
civilian auxiliary of the United States Air Force, and its incorporating charter declared that it would never
again be involved in direct combat activities, but would be of a benevolent nature. Air Force as a stand-alone
unit lead at the Colonel O-6 level. Since its incorporation charter, CAP has maintained its relationship with the
USAF, and has continued its three congressionally mandated missions. To provide aviation education and
training especially to its senior and cadet members. To encourage and foster civil aviation in local
communities. To provide an organization of private citizens with adequate facilities to assist in meeting local
and national emergencies. To assist the Department of the Air Force in fulfilling its non-combat programs and
missions. The organization condenses these mandates into three core missions, which Civil Air Patrol was
chartered with by Congress in Civil Air Patrol covers several emergency services areas. The principal
categories include search and rescue missions, disaster relief, humanitarian services, and United States Air
Force support. Other services, such as homeland security and actions against drug-trafficking operations, are
becoming increasingly important. CAP is credited with saving an average of lives per year. CAP aircrews and
ground personnel provide transportation for cargo and officials, aerial imagery to aid emergency managers in
assessing damage, and donations of personnel and equipment to local, state and federal disaster relief
organizations during times of need. In , several hurricanes hit the southeast coast of the United States, with
Florida being the worst damaged; CAP was instrumental in providing help to affected areas. CAP aircrews
transport time-sensitive medical materials, including blood and human tissue , when other means of
transportation such as ambulances are not practical or possible. Civil Air Patrol aircraft are flown into
restricted airspace, where United States Air Force pilots may practice high-speed intercepts. The system is
able to evaluate spectral signatures given off by certain objects, allowing the system to identify, for example, a
possible marijuana crop. The Red Cross , Salvation Army and other civilian agencies frequently request Civil
Air Patrol aircraft to transport vital supplies including medical technicians, medication, and other vital
supplies. They often rely on CAP to provide airlift and communications for disaster relief operations. Courses
covering the space program, and new technologies and advances in aviation and space exploration , are also
available. There are several programs for CAP pilots to improve their flying skills and earn Federal Aviation
Administration ratings. Cadets also have educational opportunities through museum tours, National Cadet
Special Activities , military and civilian orientation rides, and guest speakers. CAP encourages its senior
members to learn about aviation and its history, although this is not mandatory. Members also provide their
communities with resources for better management of airports and other aviation-related facilities, and
promote the benefits of such facilities. Rather, members are responsible for paying annual membership fees,
and must pay for their own uniforms and other related expenses. There is no upper age limit, nor membership
restrictions for physical disabilities, due to the number of different tasks which members may be called on to
perform.
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Abstract Aviation law was developed as merely an extension of maritime law and many of its roots are taken from the
ideas of maritime law. Over time though, these roots have progressed.
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Deleted reference to citizenship and replaced with compliance with Definitions in Annex 7 to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation for common.

Chapter 5 : Civil Aviation Regulations (CARs)
united states citizenship requirements of the federal aviation act -a misty moor of legalisms or the rampart of
protectionism? john t. stewart, jr.* introduction t he world of aviation has and continues to exist in.
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Chapter 7 : Ugandan Citizenship | Directorate of Citizenship and Immigration Control
Citizenship - citizenship shall be identical to the document submitted to Transport Canada as "Proof of Citizenship"
pursuant to section of the CARs Standard. 5. Address and Address (line 2) - as per the mailing address you would like
Transport Canada to mail your licence and other aeronautical documents.
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The medical standards for Civil Aviation Flight Crew Licences have been established in accordance with the
International Standards and Recommended Practices of the International Civil Aviation Organization and are outlined in
the Canadian Aviation Regulations
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